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Cooper, a former U.S. Naval Intelligence Briefing Team member, accurately predicted the fall of the

Soviet Union, the end of the Berlin Wall, and the invasion of Panama. His information came from top

secret documents that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and from over 20 years of

research. Here, Cooper reveals his theories on the assassination of JFK, the war on drugs, and

UFOs. 2 cassettes. --This text refers to the Audio Cassette edition.
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Let me start this review with the truth about Bill's death. Milton William Cooper (58) was shot and

killed by deputies of the Apache County (Arizona) Sheriff's Office while they were attempting to

serve an arrest warrant for aggravated assault and endangerment on Nov. 5, 2001. I won't go into

any further details, since the reader can find more information on the web - and some of it is even

RIGHT!!!His death on "unrelated" charges is most interesting to me. Were those charges just a way

to shut him up and discredit him at the same time? Did the sheriff's office go to his home that

evening with the intent of getting their man dead and not alive? While I don't have any proof about

this, it does stir my imagination.There are two things to keep in mind while reading this that will help

you absorb the information inside his book.1) This book was published in 1991. You'll understand

the significance of that date as he accurately predicts events that have come to pass!2) Disregard

all of the instances where he talks about "alien" U.F.O.'s, moon bases, and other extraterrestrial

issues. He later said that all such documents he saw while in Naval Intelligence on those issues



were false information to mislead the reader.Let's start the review!INTRODUCTIONFOREWORD1)

SILENT WEAPONS FOR QUIET WARSA reprint of a document found in a IBM copier bought at a

surplus sale. In short this document is a blue print for controlling a population. Some have claimed

that it's a fake. If it's a fake then someone went to great lengths to draft such a insightful document -

but why?2) SECRET SOCIETIES AND THE NEW WORLD ORDERA good introduction to secret

societies like the Freemasons, Jason Group, Trilateral Commission, CFR, and the Illuminati.

If you are disgusted with reading (Left/Right) Gatekeeper propaganda then William Cooper is for

you. Cooper accomplishes what most news analyst such as Chris Mathews, and Anne Coulter won't

do, and that's naming names. In his book he elaborates on whose orchestrating the "New World

Order."We as Americans need to educate ourselves about this detrimental topic and Cooper gives

us a great foundation to start our research.And be prepared because you'll quickly discover that

"History is the lie that they teach you in school." (Vernon Reid Living Colour)And if you are

distraught over the government's prevarications then get ready to swallow the red pill because what

most Americans don't ascertain is that law H.R.4079 and the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) are designed to marshal in the police state. Which if you haven't already guessed,

means Martial Law.Under H.R.4079 the Federal Government has the right to suspend the U.S.

Constitution.Moreover, Cooper brings to light that many of our elected officials are members of the

Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission (TC), the Bilderberg Group (BG),

and many other secret societies hell bent on global hegemony.Cooper straightforwardly articulates

that we are losing our country, our autonomy, and our lives.This book also dissects the Illuminati

subject in a coherent fashion. Cooper discusses how these secret societies BG, TC, CFR, and the

Jason Society are really different denominations of the Illuminati.So, if you don't become an expert

on the "New World Order and how it works" after reading this then you have no business

complaining about the isentropic issues that concern us today.The Illuminati exist, and don't let

anyone tell you otherwise.
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